
Peek at the week
Maple and Cherry Class 

WB – 28.09.20

Please can you ensure your child has a coat with them at 
school every day, we use the outdoor areas whatever the 

weather 
Don’t forget to keep a pair of 

wellies in school too.

Understanding the world

We will be going for a walk on the field, looking for signs 
of Autumn, and making an interest/ curiosity area

If the children find any natural autumnal objects please 
bring them into school to share.

Phonics & English

We are continuing with Phase 1 phonics.  

This week we are looking at rhythm and rhyme, we will be 
playing lots of games and making up nonsense rhymes.

We will be going on a walk around the field and then 
having a go at sequencing pictures from the places we saw

PSED

We have now made our class rules : Kind hands/ help out/ 
Be gentle/ tell the truth/ team work/ tidy up/ nice 

voices/ share and care. Please talk to your children about 
them at home as well. 

Maths

We will be exploring the matching and sorting using a 
variety of resources and stories, such as Dear Zoo, 

Noah's ark and Monkey Puzzle

Expressive Arts and Design 

The children love junk modelling, so we would love your 
clean recycling (which we can isolate for 72 hours) Then 

in return you may get a fabulous creation. 
Please note: we CAN NOT take glass bottles, loo rolls or 

nut products.

Communication and Language

This Half Term  - We will be using lots of language in 
class discussions and exploring  how we can listen and 
communicate with each other, both inside and outside  

Physical Development
This half term we will be looking at and exploring the children’s big and small movements. In PE they will be doing lots of 

practising  changing and learning simple gymnastics
Cherry class have PE on a Monday and Maple on a Friday. 
PLEASE ENSURE ALL EARRINGS ARE REMOVED FOR PE


